Card A: Cultural Aspect
Stone Statue

Card B: Cultural Aspect
Sho

Card C: Cultural Aspect
Nobles fill government offices

Card D: Cultural Aspect
Stupa

Card E: Cultural Aspect
Pagoda

Card F: Cultural Aspect
Plan for Nara

Card G: Cultural Aspect
The clustering clouds—
Can it be they wipe away
The lunar shadows?
Every time they clear a bit
The moonlight shines
the brighter.

Card H: Cultural Aspect
Wooden Statue
Game Cards

Card L
Cultural Aspect
Buddha considered a protector

Card P
Cultural Aspect
Civil servants chosen by exam

Card K
Kanji

Card O
Cultural Aspect
Follow a moral code to reach nirvana

Card J
Cultural Aspect
In winding valleys too tortuous to trace,
On crags piled who knows how high,
A thousand different grasses weep with dew
And pines hum together in the wind.

Card N
Cultural Aspect
Sheng

Card I
Cultural Aspect
Plan for Chang'an

Card M
Cultural Aspect
Chinese Characters
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